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ABSTRACT 
Twenty years after O’Regan and Grätzel’s seminal Nature paper entitled A Low­Cost, High­Efficiency 
Solar­Cell Based On Dye­Sensitized Colloidal TiO2 Films, dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) and 
analogous devices have become a major topic of research, with over 1000 papers published in 2010. 
Although much more is now known about the physical and chemical processes taking place during 
operation of the DSC, the exponential increase in research effort during this period has not been 
matched by large increases in efficiency. This raises questions regarding the nature of the barriers that 
are holding back progress and whether current research is adequately addressing the key issues that are 
currently limiting device performance. This Perspective attempts to identify some of the factors that 
determine DSC performance and - as part of a selective survey of recent research highlights – presents a 
personal view of new approaches and research strategies that could offer ways to overcome the current 
efficiency stalemate. 
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The twenty years since the publication of the much-cited 1991 Nature paper entitled A Low­Cost, High­
Efficiency Solar­Cell Based On Dye­Sensitized Colloidal TiO2 Films’ by O’Regan and Grätzel
1 have 
seen the annual publication rate of papers dealing with various aspects of dye-sensitized solar cells 
(DSCs) rise exponentially (Fig. 1), with around a thousand papers published in 2010, the year in which 
Michael Grätzel was awarded the 2010 Millennium Technology Grand Prize for his work on DSCs.2 
Figure 1. Annual number of publications dealing with dye-sensitized solar cells. Source ISI Web of 
Science: keyword “dye-sensitized”. 
One might expect this increase in effort to have led to substantial improvements in the efficiency of 
DSCs, but in fact progress has slowed in the last few years. The latest in the series of solar cell 
efficiency tables collated by Green et al.3 lists the record validated AM 1.5 DSC efficiency as 10.4 ± 
0.34%. This value is for a 1 cm2 cell. The record sub-module efficiency in the same table is 9.9 ± 0.4 % 
for a 17 cm2 cell consisting of 8 parallel cells. Higher efficiency values have been reported for small 
area cells. In 2006, Chiba et al.4 achieved an AIST-validated efficiency of 11.1% using the so-called 
‘black dye’- a ruthenium terpyridyl5 complex (co-adsorbed with deoxycholic acid) and a masked area of 
0.219 cm2. More recently, slightly higher efficiencies (up to 12.1 %) have been reported for small area 
(0.28 cm2) DSCs utilizing hexyl(thiophene)-conjugated bipyridine ligands.6-8 It is interesting to compare 
these ‘champion’ efficiencies with those of competing thin film technologies. The values from the latest 
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efficiency table3 are: CIGS, 19.6 ± 0.6%; CdTe 16.7 ± 0.5%; organic bulk heterojunction, 8.3 ± 0.3%. 
All of these values are for cells that are 1 cm2 in area. The most remarkable of these values is the 8.3% 
for organic cells, which are threatening to catch up with DSCs. Clearly competition is strong, and if the 
DSC is to evolve into a mature and successful commercial technology, the current efficiency bottleneck 
needs to be addressed. However, an analysis of the around one thousand publications in 2010 shows 
that only a small fraction of them report real progress in terms of efficiency. In the large majority of 
cases, ‘ improvements’ brought about, for example by changes of materials, are reported relative to 
arbitrary (usually low) baselines that are far removed from the performance of the state of the art cells 
that are fabricated in only a few laboratories. In view of this situation, it seems relevant to ask the 
question that is the title of this Perspective: ‘where next?’ Can we identify promising routes that will 
take us to large area (≥ 1 cm2) cell efficiencies that can compete with other thin film technologies? This 
Perspective examines a selection of recent work on DSCs (and their solid state analogs) that may 
provide pointers for the way out of the present impasse. Of course, there are other issues to be solved – 
stability for example – but in order to maintain a sharp focus, they are not considered here. 
For the purpose of this Perspective, the DSC can be broken down into its components as well as into 
the processes taking place in the cell so that we can ask whether they impose (possibly fundamental) 
limitations on performance. At the same time, we can examine the DSC paradigm to see how far it can 
be extended to analogs of the DSC. 
The sensitizer: limitations and opportunities 
Photon absorption by the sensitizer dye (or equivalent inorganic absorber) is the first step in the 
sequence of processes that lead to power generation in the DSC. The efficiency of this light harvesting 
step depends on the optical absorption properties and coverage of the dye and on the optical path length. 
The well-known Shockley Queisser9 calculation of the thermodynamic efficiency limit (33.7%) for AM 
1.5 illumination indicates that an ideal absorber should absorb all photons above a threshold energy of 
1.3 - 1.4 eV (roughly 940 - 890 nm). This condition is readily met by bulk semiconductors that have a 
direct allowed optical transition at the appropriate band gap energy. This type of transition gives rise to 
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a steep absorption edge, with absorption coefficients rising rapidly to 104 – 105 cm -1 . By contrast, the 
molecular absorption bands of typical sensitizer dyes do not exhibit such steep onsets, and N719, the 
best known ruthenium bipyridine dye (cis-diisothiocyanato-bis(2,2ʼ-bipyridyl-4,4ʼ-dicarboxylato) 
ruthenium(II) bis(tetrabutylammonium) ) has an absorption onset at ca. 1.65 eV (750 nm) that is 
significantly higher than the optimum 1.3 – 1.4 eV. The terpyridine black dye known as N749 
(triisothiocyanato-(2,2ʼ:6ʼ,6”-terpyridyl-4,4ʼ,4”-tricarboxylato) ruthenium(II) tris(tetra-butylammonium) 
) has a better match to the Shockley Queisser optimum, but the gradual onset of absorption at low 
photon energies can lead to a lowering of light harvesting efficiency in the long wavelength region 
unless steps are taken to increase the optical path length by some form of light management, the 
simplest being scattering by the FTO substrate due to ‘haze’4 or scattering by a layer of larger TiO2 
particles10 . 
Synthesis and characterization of new dyes have been major preoccupations in recent DSC 
research. The motivation for this research stems from the desire to tackle a number of problems. The 
first is cost. The synthesis and purification of the best performing ruthenium based dyes is expensive. 
The terpyridine black dye, for example, sells at around US$3,500 a gram. Alternative metal-free dyes 
such as those based on the indoline structure11,12 have been widely investigated as alternatives, and 
performance figures are not far behind those obtained using ruthenium-based dyes. However, although 
extensive stability studies have been carried out on ruthenium-based dyes, less is known about the long 
term stability of the metal-free dyes. If they do prove to be sufficiently stable, they may offer a way 
forward in terms of lower cost. The second problem is to control the back electron transfer of electrons 
from the oxide to the redox system (or hole conductor). Here it is clear that that organized assembly of 
dye molecules and co-adsorbents at the interface can slow down electron transfer to such an extent that 
higher voltages can be achieved and even fast outer sphere redox systems such as 
ferrocinium/ferrocene13 can be used to replace I3
-/I -. This aspect of dye function is dealt with in the 
section dealing with alternative redox systems. 
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The design of new dyes (“panchromatic engineering”14) is also an active area of DSC research. 
A key question here is: how much room is there for improvement? To answer this question, we can look 
at a high performance DSC (11% AM 1.5 efficiency) fabricated by Ogura et al. in the Sony Corporation 
Laboratories15 . The cell used co-sensitization by a strongly absorbing indoline dye (D131) and the 
ruthenium terpyridine black dye. A multilayer TiO2 structure was used, and improved red response was 
achieved by incorporation of light scattering voids. Figure 2 illustrates how the combination of the two 
dyes improves the performance relative to the black dye on its own. 
Figure 2. IPCE spectra for an 11% efficient DSC (Ogura et al, Sony Corporation15) obtained using co-
sensitization with an organic dye (D131) and black ruthenium dye. IPCE data taken from reference 15 . 
The importance of light harvesting at photon energies below 1.5 eV (ca. 830 nm) is shown in Figure 2 
by the plot of maximum attainable short circuit current density for AM 1.5 as a function of the dye 
‘bandgap’. The experimental short circuit density for the cell is 22.6 mA cm-2, which corresponds to 
67% of the maximum attainable jsc (broken line in Figure 2) for an abrupt onset of strong light 
absorption at 950 nm (33.6 mA at 1.3 eV). This calculation shows that in terms of current density, the 
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best cells are already operating close to the limit. Improvements in light management and reduction of 
reflection losses may bring some improvement, but room for progress without introducing impractical 
levels of complexity into the fabrication processes may be running out. 
The rationale behind efforts to synthesize and evaluate new dyes requires careful thought. New dyes 
are often tested as a direct replacement for the ‘standard’ N719 in a conventional DSC. The main 
requirement here is to improve the response in the low energy part of the spectrum by lowering the 
HOMO LUMO gap of the dye without affecting the injection efficiency and regeneration rate. 
However, the dye may also play a role in retarding electron transfer to the redox system. This becomes 
particularly important if the I3
-/I - electrolyte is replaced by an outer sphere redox system such as 
ferrocinium/ferrocene (Fc+/Fc)13 or by an organic hole conductor such as spiro-OMeTAD16 . Since 
electron transfer is much faster in these systems, electrons are more likely to be lost in transit through 
the TiO2 films. There are two ways in which the design of the dye can address this problem. The first is 
to increase the molar absorption coefficient so that thinner TiO2 films can be used, increasing the 
collection efficiency for electrons. The second is to design the dye structure in such a way that it hinders 
the approach of redox species to the TiO2 surface, thereby lowering the rate of back electron transfer. 
Computational approaches to dye design 
Synthesis and testing of new dyes is a time-consuming process. Increasingly, design strategies are being 
developed on the basis of first principles computational approaches17-19 . Time-dependent density 
functional theory (TDDFT) calculations allow systematic exploration of the tuning of energy levels by 
substitution in order to identify dyes that have the desired structural, electronic and optical properties for 
application in DSCs. Ambitious attempts are also being made to use DFT calculations to study the 
interactions between different components of the DSC, for example the dye and electrolyte20 and co-
adsorbents21,22. In its most general form, the computational approach has been used to define a protocol 
for selecting and combining components for new DSCs.21 It is often assumed that regeneration of the 
sensitizer dye by electron transfer from iodide ions (or an equivalent reduced species) following 
injection is sufficiently rapid that the back electron transfer from the oxide to the oxidized dye can be 
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neglected. This assumption has been called into question by recent work which shows that while back 
electron transfer may be negligible under short circuit conditions, it may be significant loss mechanism 
at the maximum power point, where the electron density is higher23 . Here too, a computational 
approach using molecular dynamics simulation based on DFT theory has generated new insights.24 
Alternatives to dyes 
Clearly the use of molecular sensitizers runs into problems associated with the shape of the absorption 
bands. An attractive alternative is to use solid state sensitizers in the form of small semiconductor 
particles.25 Here the question to ask is whether the absorption properties of the sensitizer really are 
superior to those of dyes. In order to achieve high efficiencies we still need a material that absorbs 
strongly for photon energies above ca. 1.3 eV. There are two ways of selecting the right material. The 
first is to consider the band gaps of bulk semiconductors and to choose a material with the correct band 
gap. On this basis, examples of suitable materials are CdTe (band gap 1.5 ev) and Bi2S3
26,27 (band gap 
1.25 eV). An alternative way is to select a material such as PbS with a lower band gap and then to 
reduce the particle size so that the band gap is tuned to the optimum energy range by quantum 
confinement. In the case of PbS, for example, a 4nm particle size gives an absorption onset at 1.05 eV. 
Figure 3 shows the energy dependence of the absorption coefficient α (cm-1) of these PbS quantum dots 
calculated from the recent data of Moreels et al. 28 . 
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Figure 3. Photon energy dependence of the absorption coefficient of 4 nm PbS quantum dots calculated 
from data in ref 28 . 
These values of α were used to calculate the IPCE of a DSC based on a 10 µm thick sensitized TiO2 
film in which the TiO2 nanocrystals (30 nm) are coated with a layer of 4nm PbS quantum dots with a 
particle size of 4 nm and a surface coverage of 50%. For comparison, the IPCE of the same cell 
sensitized by the Ru terpyridine black dye was calculated using the experimental area per molecule (0.42 
nm 2), which also corresponds to a surface coverage of ca. 50%.29,30 The internal surface area of the film 
was taken as 103 cm 2 (based on an assembly of spheres with a packing fraction of 50%), and injection 
and collection efficiencies of 100% were assumed. Figure 4 compares the calculated IPCE spectra for 
sensitization by PbS quantum dots and the black dye. It is clear that the PbS sensitizer has the potential 
to outperform the ruthenium black dye for the same surface coverage. The energy dependence of α 
above the onset energy is similar for direct band gap semiconductors, so that we may conclude that 
sensitization by inorganic particles or thin films is worth pursuing. However, new organic dyes have 
higher molar absorption coefficients than the ‘classical’ ruthenium polypryridne dyes, so they may in 
turn have the potential to outperform inorganic sensitizers. When considering new sensitizers, it is 
worthwhile carrying out a quantitative comparison in the way outlined here. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of IPCE spectra calculated for 50% coverage by PbS 4 nm QDs and by 
ruthenium black dye. TiO2 thickness 10 µm. TiO2 particle size 30 nm. 
So how do real semiconductor-sensitized DSCs compare with these predictions? So far the IPCE 
values reported for most semiconductor-sensitized DSCs are substantially lower than those predicted by 
this simple modeling. This may reflect low coverage or low injection efficiencies. Another problem 
with inorganic sensitizers is that the I3
-/I - is not suitable since it corrodes the sensitizer. Alternative 
electrolytes such as polysulfide31 or cobalt complexes32 have been used successfully, and solid state 
devices based on spiro-OMeTAD have also been studied.33,34 Short circuit current densities in excess of 
10 mA cm2 have been reported for PbS-sensitized cells using a polysulfide electrolyte31, but the IPCE 
spectra suggest lower coverages than those used in the calculation above. The potential for substantial 
improvement is demonstrated by a recent paper that reports a remarkable 17.4 mA cm2 for a DSC based 
on CdSe-sensitized SnO2.
35 A ZnS surface passivation layer was used to reduce recombination losses. 
These cells show a steep rise in IPCE from the onset at around 1.6 eV to a plateau of 80%, which is 
similar to the calculated plot for the PbS-sensitized cell shown in Figure 4. This is consistent with the 
high optical density of the sensitized films, which was achieved by a multistep deposition process. If a 
similar approach could be used with a semiconductor such as CdTe with a lower band gap, jsc values 
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close to - or exceeding - those of conventional DSCs should be achievable. The performance of 
semiconductor-sensitized cells of the type reported in ref 35is currently limited by poor open circuit 
voltages and fill factors. Progress in this area could make the cells serious competitors for conventional 
DSCs. 
The mesoporous oxide – electron transport and the back reaction 
The mesoporous oxide layer is one of the main distinguishing features of the DSC. Its main 
purpose is to optimize light harvesting by providing a high internal surface area on which the sensitizer 
dye is absorbed. Of course the downside of this high surface area is that it is available for the transfer of 
electrons to the redox system in the back reaction that determines the extent to which electrons can 
accumulate in the layer under illumination, generating a photovoltage. The oxide layer may also have a 
role in light management; for example the incorporation of scattering particles or voids increases the 
optical path length, improving the long wavelength response of the DSC. The oxide material of choice 
is still TiO2 (anatase), although other oxides such as ZnO and SnO2 have been investigated thoroughly. 
The chemical inertness of TiO2 makes it an ideal supporting material for sensitizers that rely on 
carboxylate groups to attach the dye to the surface. By contrast, the pKa of most carboxylated dyes is 
sufficiently low that ZnO is subject to corrosion leading to the formation of zinc carboxylate salts of the 
dyes that absorb light but fail to act as sensitizers. The rather high relative permittivity of anatase ( ~ 30 
- 40) may also play a role by lowering the electrostatic interaction between injected electrons and 
oxidized dye molecules, reducing losses due to geminate recombination of electrons and oxidized dye 
molecules immediately after electron injection. It has been suggested that the lower injection 
efficiencies in the case of ZnO films can be traced back to formation of bound electron/oxidized dye 
pairs36 arising from the lower relative permittivity of the oxide (~10). 
It is frequently been argued that nanorods, nanotubes, nanoribbons and other nanostructures 
should enhance DSC performance because 1-dimensional diffusion improves collection of electrons at 
the anode. Two comments can be made about this assumption. The first is that the electron collection 
efficiency is already close to 100% in optimized cells based on mesoporous TiO2, standard ruthenium-
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based dyes and the conventional I3
-/I - redox electrolyte, so improvement is possible only for ‘bad’ cells. 
The second is that there is really little convincing experimental evidence of enhanced 1-D electron 
transport in these nanostructures. Considerable confusion arises in the discussion of electron ‘transport’ 
measurements since they usually involve some form of optical or electrical perturbation of the system 
that changes the occupancy of electron trapping states. It is important to realize that the response of the 
DSC to these perturbations does not give access to the behavior of free electrons. For this reason, 
claims to have enhanced electron transport are often based on a misconception about the nature of the 
dynamic current response of the DSC. In fact, the reported improvements can usually be explained in 
terms of changes in trap occupancy that alter the apparent electron diffusion coefficient37 . An 
interesting exception to this conclusion may be the case of ZnO nanorods38,39, where it is possible that 
charge separation is enhanced by the presence of a space charge region in the highly doped oxide. In 
this case, the electric field component normal to the rod surface would drive injected electrons to the 
quasi-neutral core of the rods, where they could diffuse down to the anode contact. The lowering of 
electron concentration at the rod surface arising from band bending could also retard the loss of 
electrons by transfer to the redox system. 
So should we conclude that attempts to improve electron transport in DSCs are misguided? Not 
necessarily. The collection efficiency is certainly high in conventional DSCs, but as soon as the 
electrolyte is changed from I3
-/I - to other redox systems, the collection efficiency may fall substantially 
due to more rapid electron transfer to redox species. The same is true in the case where the I3
-/I -
electrolyte is replaced by a solid organic hole conductor. The average distance that electrons diffuse 
before undergoing electron transfer to the redox species defines the electron diffusion length, L0, which 
in the case of first order recombination kinetics is given by (D0 τ0)
1/2 , where D0 is the diffusion 
coefficient of free electrons and τ0 is the free electron lifetime. For efficient collection of electrons at 
the anode, L0 needs to be 2 - 3 times greater than the film thickness. Of course, increasing the mobility 
of free electrons will increase the electron diffusion length, but it seems likely that D0 is fixed by the 
material chosen. The mobility of electrons in TiO2 is an order of magnitude lower than in ZnO: the 
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corresponding values of the electron diffusion coefficient D0 are 0.4 cm
2 s-1 and 5.3 cm2 s-1 for bulk 
TiO2
40 and ZnO41 respectively, so on this basis ZnO might seem the better choice. In spite of this 
difference, there seems little motivation to move away from TiO2 at present. 
Electrons may also be transferred from the mesoporous oxide to oxidized dye molecules. This 
process competes with regeneration of the dye from its oxidized state by electron transfer from the redox 
system23 or solid hole conductor42 . These processes deserve more attention since they may influence 
DSC performance under load conditions, particularly when the ‘standard’ components are replaced by 
alternative materials. 
The Electrolyte: can we increase Voc? What about solid hole 
conductors? 
Voc, the open circuit voltage of the DSC is determined by the difference between the electron quasi 
Fermi level under illumination and the redox Fermi level43 . Strategies to increase Voc involve retarding 
the rate of electron transfer to the oxidized component of the redox couple or shifting the TiO2 
conduction band energy up by adsorption of species that alter the surface dipole. Another approach is to 
move the redox Fermi level downwards by choosing a different redox system. Alternative redox 
electrolytes have been reviewed comprehensively by Hamann and Ondersam in a recent publication44 , so 
we will focus here on a few recent highlights. The main motivation for changing the electrolyte is to 
introduce more flexibility in the choice of the redox Fermi level. Alternative electrolytes that have 
received recent attention include cobalt polypyridine complexes45,46 , nickel bis(dicarbollides)47 , 
nitroxide radicals (TEMPO)48 , 5-mercapto-1methyltetrazole49 2-mercapto-5methyl-1,3,4-thia-diazole 
(MeMT) 50 and tetramethylthiourea.51 A key process in cell operation is the regeneration of the dye from 
its oxidized state following electron injection. This involves electron transfer from the reduced 
component of the redox couple. The driving force for this reaction is high (around 0.5 eV) in the 
conventional DSC. Ideally, we would like to move the redox level closer to the D+/D redox level so as 
to increase the open circuit voltage, whilst still maintaining rapid regeneration of the dye to prevent 
degradation. The question ‘where next’ in this context could have a surprising answer – ‘back to where 
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we started’. Early work by Gregg and co-workers led to the conclusion that fast outer sphere redox 
couples like Fc+/Fc are not suitable electrolytes from the DSC because the back transfer of electrons 
from the TiO2 and from the substrate is facile
52 . This reduces the electron lifetime so that the electron 
diffusion length becomes so short that most electrons are lost in transit to the anode. In addition, Voc is 
reduced by electron transfer from the substrate unless a blocking layer is used. In a remarkable 
breakthrough, Daeneke at al.13 have recently reported a 7.5% efficient cell based on the Fc+/Fc couple. 
Elliott has aptly called this approach in which both the dye and the electrolyte are changed ‘Out with 
both baby and bathwater’53. The metal-free carbazole donor-acceptor dye (Figure 5) used in the cell not 
only sensitizes efficiently but when co-adsorbed with chenodeoxycholic acid it also effectively retards 
electron transfer to the Fc+/Fc couple. The remarkably high open circuit voltage under AM1.5 conditions 
(842 mV) represents an important advance. The performance is limited by the relatively low jsc (12.2 
mA cm-2), which may indicate that the electron diffusion length is comparable with the film thickness 
(overall 6.6 µm). Further modification of the dye to reduce the HOM-LUMO gap could conceivably 
lead to efficiencies in double figures. One potential drawback of ferrocene and other metal complexes is 
-that their diffusion coefficients in solution are likely to be substantially lower than those of I3 , so that 
diffusion limitations could be a problem at high light intensities unless the electrode gap is reduced. 
Figure 5. Carbazole dye used by Daeneke at al. 13 in a 7.5% efficient Fc+/Fc DSC. 
We should also consider the potential of solid state hole conductors33 as alternatives to liquid 
redox electrolytes. Here the competition comes from organic solar cells, which are compatible with reel 
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to reel processing. The current record for a solid state DSC is 6.08% 16, over 2% behind the best organic 
cell. The solid hole conductor used in the majority of solid state DSCs is still spiro-OMeTAD, which 
was first used by Bach et al. in 199854, and it is not clear whether these cells will be able to compete 
with organic bulk heterojunction cells which are moving ahead. 
The next DSC generation? Energy Transfer, tandem cells and multiple 
exciton generation 
Clearly the efficiency of DSCs is still far from the Shockley Queisser limit for a single absorber. 
Several interesting approaches are being taken to try to boost efficiency – for example, enhancement of 
light harvesting by plasmonics55-57 and Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET)58 . Undeterred by the 
fact that the DSC efficiencies appear to have reached a plateau at around 12%, attempts are being made 
to develop tandem cells. The recent report59 of an 11.5% tandem DSC using organic dyes to absorb 
different parts of the solar spectrum shows that progress is being made. However, going to a tandem cell 
moves the thermodynamic limit up to 42%, so there is still a long way to go. 
A tantalizing possibility that is the topic of heated discussion in the literature is whether it is 
possible to generate more than one carrier pair by absorption of a photon if the energy is sufficiently 
high. The process of multiple exciton generation (MEG)60 or carrier multiplication in quantum confined 
structures (quantum dots) is seen as a way of overcoming the Shockley Queisser limit. Even if the 
process does successfully produce multiple carrier pairs, it is still necessary to extract them into the 
external circuit in order to enhance efficiency. It is not clear whether this has been achieved 
experimentally. Sambur at al.61 have reported internal quantum efficiencies above 100% for electron 
injection from PbS nanocrystals into bulk TiO2, and if this work can be substantiated and transferred to a 
working DSC, it will be interesting to see what currents can be achieved. However, to end on a note of 
caution, Nair at al.62 have suggested that many reports of carrier multiplication may be explained by 
experimental artifacts. Clearly the debate will continue, and progress (or failure) is likely to impact on 
the next generation of DSCs. 
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So where next? 
This Perspective started on a slightly pessimistic note, but after considering the range of options that are 
open to DSC researchers, one can be optimistic that progress will be made provided that careful thought 
is given to the motivation for a particular research strategy. This involves more than simply thinking 
that something might be a good idea. Wherever possible, some quantitative consideration should be 
given to the potential impact on DSC performance for a well-defined system. Claims to have 
‘improved’ DSC performance by (a real example) 110.7% should be firmly rejected by referees, who 
should insist on a meaningful baseline comparison and a proper error analysis based on data obtained 
with several cells. If the DSC community could refocus its efforts in this way, there is a good chance 
that the DSC could begin to compete with other thin film technologies. If the DSC is to progress, we do 
not need just more research – we need better focused research. 
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